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ARTICLE FORMINGAPPARATUS, 

John S. Stull, Chicago, Ill., assignior to...Westery; 
Escaric ... Conapatay, incorporated. Nexy ... Yark. 
N.Y., a corporation of New York. 

Application November 30, 1944, Serial No. 565,915 
(C. 140 - 0.3). 9. Clains. 

s: 
This invention relates: to article forming ap-. 

paratus; and ... particularly, to an apparatus: for 
forming.a. terminal end of a coil. 
The invention is particularly applicable to the 

forming of: a terminal end of a vacuum tube: 
heater: coil. Such a coilnay, for instance, conn 
prise, as it connes frona: a, coiliag apparatus,.a. 
coil: Of: .005' diameter tungsten alloy, wire, the 
coils having an 'outside. diameter of s!' and a 
length of is '', each: terminal end, extending 
tangentially 'A' from thes coil at right angles to 
its; longitudinal axis. In order to facilitate, the: 
mounting and connecting of; the: terminal ends. 
of the coils. into the's Vacuum tube; structure and. 
circuit, the tangent:ends: of each: coil should be: 
preferably preformed to required formations. 
relative.to the longitudinal axis. of the coil. Due; 
to the maicroscopic, dirnensioras of the coils, great: 
difficulty is encountered in handling, forming and 
giving, the terminal ends: a, desired set and also : 
providing: a desired uniform: formation to the 
ends of the coils. 
An object of this: invention is to provide: a. 

simple, efficient and practicable: apparatus, for 
uniformly" forming and setting terminal ends of: 
coils of the type above, described. . . . . 
In order to attain this. object, in accordance: 

with one, embodinient of the invention as applied, 
to the forning. Of One, terminal erad of the coil 
hereinbefore described: Wherein the end is...to ex-. 
tend parallel to the: longitudinal axis. Of the coil 
and ii) aligninent:With the outer periphery there 
of there is provided an apparatus comprising: a 
stationary airbor for: supporting the coil, station 
aryl and 3nOVable: elements: at: opposite: sides of: 
the arbor isoformed as to provide a pocket about : 
thecarbor for receiving the: coil and a face on the 
Stationary element; for initially positioning and 
then 'guiding...the terminal, end; during the form 
ing thereof. Thesnoyable, element is formed. With 
aii bending point, about which the terminal end. 
isi.bent, and an inclined forming face; against 
Which the terminal eradis pressed and beratto: set. 
it. A Spring actuated plunger normally urges the. 
Inovable eleinent toward the arbor: to clamp; a 
plurality of coil convolutions:to the airbor. When 
the plunger is:cetracted, at spring actuates the 
movable element to permit the coibito be removed 
fron: or mounted on...thecarbor. A single: hand: 
lever pivoted on a spring pressed slidable block. 
is provided. With can.faces which successively en 
gage: the terminal. end and 'bead it about the 
bending point and press: it...against; the inclined 
face of the naoyable element to form and set it. In , 
one:position. Of...theleVer; it Coperatively engages. 
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the:piurger: to cause:-a, retraction of ther? Ovable, 
elemeat:a:Ed, upoil movement of thie-leveitto, en: 
gage:ala: abutmeat;...thez-terminal:end is partially: 
kerit: and continued urging. of the lever agairast 

: the abutment... resultss inc the lever, fulcruming: 
about the abutment to further, bead; the terminal 
end and compete the for ling...and setting of the 
termitra;lead 
Other objects and advantages of the invention. 

will be apparent from the following: detailed de 
Sc;iption taken in conjunction. With the ace0II's 
panying dra:Wings in which: 

Figs. 1. and 2 are:fragmentary plan views, on. 
an enlarged scale; of an article forniagappara;- 

: tus, embodying the featuress of the invention.a.Ed. 
illustrating differents operative positions thereof; 

Fig. airfront elievation, of:Fig. 2; 
Fig. 4 is a greatly enlarged fragmentary verties 

caircross: Section: taken on theslines 4-4s of:Fig. 2; 
Fig. 53 is a greatly enlarged fragraeatary view 

of a, coil. With; a...formed terminal:ends after res: 
In OVal from the apparat.LLS; 

Fig. 6 is: a greatly fraginentary plan view show 
ing: the coil clamped in position and its terminal. 
eradabout to beformed, 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary, view similar to...Fig. 6. 
showing they terminal end of the: coil partially. 
formed; 

Fig. 8 is a vertical cross section taken on the 
line 82-8 of Fig.6; and 

Eigg.9fis: an enlarged fragmentary perspective. 
view of a clamping and forming element of the: 
apparatus... 

Referring now to the drawings: and particularly, 
to:FigS. 1, 2...and 3, the numeral : 0:indicates: an: 
irregularly shaped supporting block: which is satsi. 
tached. at: one; end to. a vertical standard . . . 
Which, iT.turn, may be mounted at its lower' end. 
On a Work. beach. (not; shown). Formed in the: 
upper : face. Of the block are: communicating. 
right angularly arranged slots: E2 and 3, in which 
2.Te; Inoll rated irregularly shaped members, 4 and: 
i5, respectively:... The member 4 is: fixed in the 
slot; 2. and the member 5:...is slidably fitted in: 
the slot or guideway 3:... Similarly inclined vertis 
cal, adjacent faces."8:ands. 9, in different planes, 
are provided on the members A, and 5...and such 
faces: are,' accusately grooved as indicated at 2): 
and 21, respectively, to form a pocket through 
which freely extends an arbor, 22 secured at its: 
inneread to the fixedimenoer 4, the outer free: 
end of the arbor: projecting a suitable distance 
from the forward:vertical face of the block 9. 
The arcuate grooves:20 and: 2 are:formed parallel 
to "the longitudinal axis of the carbor 22 and the is   
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groove 2 is of smaller diameter at its inner end 
to provide a seat 23 for a coil 24, a terminal end 
25 of which is to be formed. At the juncture of 
the inclined face is and the plane of the seat 23 
on the member 5, and in line With the longi 
tudinal axis of the coil 24, is a vertical bending 
edge 26, for the terminal end 25 to be referred to 
hereinafter. These latter details of the member 
f5 may be best seen by referring to Fig. 9. 
In the operation of the apparatus, the slidable 

member 5, in one position, serves to clamp the 
coil 24 to the arbor 22, as shown clearly in Figs. 
6 and 8. As shown, the arcuate formation 2 of 
the member 5 is so dimensioned and arranged 
that its inner face engages approximately three 
convolutions of the coil 24 at one side thereof and 
clamps them at their inner peripheries against 
the fixed arbor 22, the opposite sides of the Coil 
Convolutions being spaced from the arcuate face 
20 of the fixed member 4. In mounting the coil 
24 on the arbor 22, the tangent terminal coil end 
25 to be formed is arranged to lie against an 
upper face 2 of the member 4, thus initially 
positioning the coil end. An upper face 28 on the 
block feat its left side lies in the plane of the 
face 2 of the member 4 and the right Side of 
the upper face of the block lies in a higher plane 
than the faces 27 and 28. Fixed to the right up 
per face of the block C is a plate 29, which is 
notched at 32 for observation purposes, and it 
extends at its left end in spaced relation over the 
faces 2 and 28. Formed in the block O is a 
guideway 33, in which is slidably mounted a 
bearing block 34, to which is pivotally attached, 
by means of a vertically disposed pin 35, an ir 
regularly shaped hand lever 36, which bears 
closely on the faces 2 and 28 at its lower face 
and upon the bottom face of the plate 29 at its 
upper face. The plate 29 is formed with an aper 
ture 39, through which the pin 35 freely extends, 
the diameter of the aperture being such that at 
One point in the operation of the apparatus, to 
be described hereinafter, the block 34, pin 35 and 
lever 36 may be bodily shifted to the position 
shown in Fig. 2. A compression spring 40 carried 
in an aperture 4f formed in the block and com 
municating with the slot 2 and guideway 33 and 
abutting at opposite ends the stationary mem 
ber 4 and the bearing block 34, serves to nor 
mally maintain the block in the position shown in 
Fig. 1, wherein the pin 35 is bearing against the 
left side of the aperture 39 of the fixed plate 29. 
Mounted in an aperture 42, in the block 0, is 

a cup-shaped plunger 43, the aperture being in 
terrupted by the guideway 3, in which is carried 
the movable member 5 and the latter member is 
notched at 46 to receive the plunger 43. An in 
clined side face 47 of the notch 46 provides a cam 
face, which cooperates with a similarly inclined 
face 48 on the plunger 43 to urge the movable 
member 5 to the left, as shown in Fig. 2, by the 
normal action of a compression spring 49 carried 
in the plunger 43 and bearing at opposite ends 
against the plunger and a stop plate 50 fixed to 
the block (). In this referred-to position of the 
movable member 5, as hereinbefore described, 
the inner face of the arcuate formation 2 there 

- of engages the coil 24 and clamps it to the arbor 
22. Fixed to the block O and extending into the 
path of the right end face of the movable mem 
ber 5 is a stop pin 53. A leaf spring 54 (Fig. 3), 
attached at one end to the block 0 and having 
its opposite end entered in a notch in the movable 
member 5, is effective to move the member to 
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4. 
against the stop pin 53 when the normal action 
of the plunger spring 49 is overcome. In this 
last-referred-to position of the movable member 
5, it is withdrawn from the arbor 22 and is in 

position to permit a coil 24 to be removed from 
or mounted on the arbor. 
At its upper end, as viewed in Fig. 2, or its right 

end, as viewed in Fig. 1, the hand lever 36 carries 
a depending rollier 55 arranged to engage and 
actuate the spring-pressed plunger 43 when the 
lever is rocked clockwise about its pivot 35 to the 
position shown in Fig. 1, thereby overconing the 
normal action of the spring 49 and permitting the 
leaf spring 54 to act in the manner and for the 
purpose previously referred to. in another posi 
tion of the lever 36 (Fig. 2), a recessed face 56 
thereof engages a fixed pin 57 on the face 28 of 
the block G. Formed on the right side of the 
lever 36 (Fig. 2) and, as shown on an enlarged 
scale in Figs. 6 and 7, are two edge or can faces 
60 and 6 which, when the lever is rocked 
counter-clockwise from the position shown in 
Fig. 1 to a position where its recessed face 56 is 
brought into contact with the fixed pin 57, Suc 
cessively engage the terminal end 25 of the coil 24 
lying on the faces 2 and 28 and bend the termi 
nal end to the position shown in Fig. 7 about the 
bending edge 26 of the movable member 5. Fig. 
6 shows the position of the lever 36 just before 
the cam face 60 thereon engages the terminal end 
25 and before the recessed face 56 contacts the 
fixed pin 5. In this position of the lever 36 (Fig. 
7), the terminal end 25 is partially bent and a 
continued urging of the lever counterclockwise 
against the fixed pin 57 causes the lever to full 
crum about the latter pin and thus move with 
the bearing block 34, to which it is pivoted by 
the pin 35, to the right (Fig. 2) to the position 
shown. 
This last described movement of the lever 36 

bends the terminal end 25 further about the 
bending edge 26 to the dotted outline position of 
the terminal end shown in Fig. 7, or in full lines 
in Fig. 2, the terminal end being carried forward 
by the advancing can face 6, which is moving 
substantially parallel to the terminal end is 
pressed against the inclined face 9 of the mov 
able ninenber 5, which is held Stationary at this 
time by the cooperating can faces 47 and 48 on 
the member 5 and the plunger 43. A clearance 
notch is formed in the lever 36 at the lower end 
of the can face 6, which provides a face 62, 
which clears the end convolution of the coil 24 
from Which the terminal end extends and lies 
in the plane of the lower edge of the bending 
edge 26, thus effecting a sharp bending of the 
terminal end 25. The purpose of bending the 
terminal end 25 to the particular angle shown 
relative to the longitudinal axis of the coil 24 is 
to over-bend it. So that, upon renoving the coil 
from the apparatus, the bent terminal end will 
spring back and take a set position in line with 
the longitudinal axis of the coil and in the plane 
of its Outer periphery, as shown in Fig. 5. 
In describing the use of the apparatus above 

described, it will be assumed, referring to Fig. 2, 
that the lever 36 is in an intermediate position 
between the fixed pin 57 and the plunger 43 and, 
further, that the coil 24 with the formed termi 
nal end 25 has been removed from the apparatus. 
To mount a coil 24 in position on the arbor 22 
and clamp the inner end convolutions thereof to 
the arbor in the manner previously referred to, 
the operator, with one hand, rocks the lever 36 

the right to the position shown in Fig. 1 and 5 clockwise about its pivot 35 to engage the roller 
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55 thereon with the plungers' 43 and depresses it, 
whereupon the plunger cam face 48 is retracted 
from thercam face 47 on thiemovable member 5* 
and the spring 54 then acts to retract sligitly the 
member away from the arbor 22 until it'engages 
the stoppin' 53: The operator then, with the 
other hand, inserts a coil 24 on the arbor. 22 and 
seats its inner end against the seat 23 of the 
movable member 5 and, with the terminal end 
24 thereof to be formed, abutting the faces 27 
and 28 of the stationary member 4 and support. 
ing block 0, as: showntil FigS:16 and 8. There 
after, the lever 36 is rocked counter-clockwise. 
about its pivot 35 (Fig. 1), thus permitting the 
spring 49 of the plunger 43 to normally act to 
move the plunger upwardly (Fig. 2) and thereby 
through the cooperating can faces 48 and 47 on 
the plunger and movable member 5, respectively, 
causing the latter member to advance and clanp 
the coil convolutions in the manner previously 
described to the arbor 22. 

In this counter-clockwise rotation of the lever 
36, the cam faces 60 and 6 successively engage 
the terminal end 25 and bend it to the position 
shown in Fig. 7 about the bending edge 26 of the 
member 5. Thereafter, in a continued counter 
clockwise movement of the lever 36, it engages the 
pin 57, thereby causing the lever to fulcrum about 
the pin and, in the manner previously described, 
causing the terminal end 25 to be bent sharply 3 
about the bending edge 26 to the position shown 
in Fig. 2. To remove the coil 24 from the appara 
tus, the lever 36 is rocked clockwise (Fig. 2) to 
depress the plunger 43 and, in the manner de 
Scribed hereinbefore, the coil is unclamped from : 
the arbor 22 and another coil clamped thereto. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An article bending apparatus comprising 

means for supporting a portion of an article to 
be bent, a bending member engageable with a 
free portion of the article to be bent, a pivotal and 
slidable support for said member effective to guide 
its movement during the initial bending, and 
means for bodily moving said pivotal and slidable 
support and member along a rectilinear path to 
cause said member to complete the final bending 
action. 

2. An article bending apparatus comprising 
means for supporting a portion of an article to 
be bent, a bending member engageable with a 
free portion of the article to be bent, a pivotal 
and slidable support for said member, yieldable 
means for retaining said slidable Support in One 
position during the initial bending, and an 
abutment in the path of said member for causing 5. 
said slidable support to move to a second position, 
said member pivoting about said abutment dur 
ing said latter movement of Said Support to in 
part the final bend to said free article portion. 

3. An article bending apparatus comprising 
means for Supporting a portion of an article to be 
bent, a bending member engageable with a free 
portion of the article to be bent, a Support having 
a face for positioning the free portion of the 
article to be bent and upon which said portion 
rests in the path of said member which rides on 
said face, a pivotal and slidable support for said 
member effective to guide its movement during 
the initial bending, and means for bodily moving 
said pivotal and slidable support and member 
along a rectilinear path to cause said member to 
complete the final bending motion. 

4. An article bending apparatus comprising 
means for Supporting a portion of an article to 
be bent, a bending member engageable with a 

5 

- 6. 
free; portion of they articles totbe: bent, aisupports: 
having a face for 'positioning the free portion. Of 
the article to be:...bent and upon which said:port: 
tion: rests in the path of said member:which rides: 
on said face; means about which the free-portion: 
of the article is bent, a. pivotal and slidable:Sup: 
port for said member effective: to guide its; moye 
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ment during the, initial bending," and: means: for: 
moving said: pivotal. and slidable support; and: 
member" along a 2 rectilinear path perpendicular: 
to its pivotal-axis to cause said member to effect 
the final bending action. 

5. An apparatus for bending an uncoiled end 
of a coil comprising clamping means for clamping 

is a coil adjacent the end to be beat, a bending: 
member, a pivotal and slidable support for said 
member, an operating lever, means responsive to 
the initial movement of Said lever to actuate said 
clamping means, the further movement of said 
lever causing said bending member to move in an 
arcuate path to partially bend said end, and 
means in the path of said member for causing 
said slidable support to move said member to fur 
ther bend Said end. 

6. An apparatus for bending an uncoiled end 
of a coil comprising clamping means for clamp 
ing a coil adjacent the end to be bent, a bending 
member, an operating lever, means responsive to 
the initial movement of said lever to actuate said 
clamping means, the further movement of said 
lever causing said bending member to move in 
an arcuate path to bend said end, and means 
effective during the final movement of Said lever 
to change to path of movement of said bending 
member to impart the final bend to said end. 

7. An article bending apparatus comprising 
cooperating members for holding an article to 
be bent, means normally acting upon one of said 
members to cause an article to be held by said 
members, means operatively connected to said 
one member effective When said first means is 
inactive thereon to cause a release of the article 
by said members, means about which the article 
is bent, and a lever engageable during movement 
thereof in One direction. With said first means to 
render it inactive and in a movement in an 
Opposite direction, causing it to act normally, said 
lever having a portion engageable with the article 
during said latter movement for bending it about 
said bending means. 

8. An article bending apparatus comprising co 
operating stationary and movable members for 
holding an article to be bent, means for normally 
urging said movable member in one direction to 
cause an article to be held by Said members, 
means for urging said member in an opposite 
direction when said first means is inactive thereon 
to cause a release of the article by Said members, 
a bending edge on said movable member, and a 
lever engageable during movement thereof in one 
direction. With Said first means to render it in 
active and in a movement in an Opposite direc 
tion, causing it to act normally, said lever having 
a can face engageable With the article during 
said latter movement for bending it about said 
bending edge. 

9. An apparatus for bending tangent ends of 
coils comprising cooperating stationary and mov 
able members for holding a coil, means for norm 
ally urging said movable member in one direc 
tion, means for urging Said member in an Oppo 
site direction. When said first means is rendered 
inactive, said movable member having an arcuate 
face for clamping coil convolutions to said sta 
tionary member, means about which the tangent 
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end of the coil is bent, and a lever operatively 
associated with said movable member during a UNITED STATES PATENTS 
movement thereof in one direction to retract Number Name Date 
said first means to cause said movable member to 746,263 Baker --------------- Dec. 8, 1903 
be retracted from said, stationary member by 5 906,418 Harter -------------- Dec. 8, 1908 
said second means and in a movement in an 1,166,917 Tinberg et al. -------- Jan. 4, 1916 
opposite direction, causing it to act normally, said 1497.965 Van Orman --------- June 17, 1924 
lever having a portion engageable with the tan- 1,880,454 Klocke --------------- Oct. 4, 1932 
gent end of the coil during said latter movement 1973,667 Sleeper ------------ Sept. 11, 1934 
for bending it about said bending means. 10 2,072,230 Weiss--------------- Mar. 2, 1937 

JOHN S. STUL, 2,155,388 Anderson et al. ------ Apr. 25, 1939 
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